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INVITATION 
 

SPORT GRUP SAKURA  SPORT CLUB 
Invites  you to participate  in 

THE  INTERNATIONAL  PARA KARATE  CAMP  - “ PARA MARIS 2017” 
 

MOTTO: ... PERFORMANCE CAN BE ON OUR SIDE TOO ... 
 
VENUE : TIRGU MURES/ STR. GH DOJA NR.117 (inside the ”PRODCOMPLEX” complex) 
DURATION: 17th -20th of AUGUST 2017 
SCHEDULE:  

- Seminar for trainers 

- Seminar for referees 
- Seminar for para karate  assistants (”buddies”) 

- A training stage for the disabled athletes and ”buddies” in which will be taught: kata, 
weapon kata, team kata, self defense)  

- Workshop (para karate regulationsin diverse versions),  

- FORUM “PARA MARIS 2017” (project for 2017-2020, collaboration agreement, 
declarations of principles, development of martial arts for persons with disabilities, 
planification of other misionary seminars, discussions on various subjects) 

  
COSTS 

- For the seminar / no participation fees 

- For affiliation/visa/licence fees you are required to discuss with the para karate 
organisations’  representatives. 

GENERAL INFORMATION: 
The seminar for trainers and referees  is going to be held in the course room. 
The lectors are kindly asked to bring their materials on an external HDD or a USB 

flash drive and to possess a personal laptop (in order to avoid the contamination of the 
external storages with viruses). 

The seminar for the disabled athletes and their assistants will be divided in 4 
workshops,  in a dojo containing  4 surfaces(TATAMI). 

For participating in this seminar, the disabled athletes, their assistants, the 
referees  and the lectors, wearing  a GI (kimono) is compulsory.  

Persons  who do not have  a GI cannot participate! 
THE REGISTRATION will be made until the 31st of JULY 2017, at 2 p.m 

(GMT+2)at the following e-mail address : sakura.mures@yahoo.com  
 
LECTORs:/ in alphabetical order: 
 

Alic Bogdan (Romania) 
Belean Adrian (Romania) 
Boca Florin (Romania) 
Boga Ioan (Romania) 
Bortels Eric (Belgium) 
Bunda Livius (Serbia) 
Dumbravean Traian (Romania) 
Halasz Attila (Hungary) 
Ilies Bogdan (Romania) 
Lukacs Gyula Kamill (Romania) 
Magyar Adrian (Hungary) 
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✓ The schedule/lectors` rotation and the martial art fields  from which they will 

teach throughout the workshops will be transmitted in great detail only to the 
participating  sport clubs, after their registration is made by completing the  attached 
Excel form. 

✓ The seminar attendants will be issued with participation diplomas and 
certificates. 

✓ The trainers and referees who attend the modular instructional course will be 
able to obtain a certificate according to the official Para Karate organisations’ Norms 
and Regulations. 

 
ACCOMMODATION 
**** during the camp 

- SGSAKURA ensures the accommodation of invited Instructors at no cost 

- For the attending sport clubs, we can facilitate the accommodation (at a reasonable 
price) at various pensions, hotels, student campuses depending on your requirements 
and of the rooms available. The booking criteria is tightly connected to the number of 
requirements made. After the reception of your accommodation preferences (The Excel 
file attached) a confirmation e-mail will be sent to your sports club. 

- For different options of accommodation  you can search on www.booking.com  
 
FOOD PROVISION  
**** SGSAKURA ensures free catering services for lectors. 

- For the participating clubs(athletes, assistants, attendants, instructors) catering 
services can be provided at the cost of 18 lei (4 euros)per person per day.– Lunch only 
by early registration through the attached EXCEL file.   

- **** Should any food intolerances be present, you are obliged to announce us .  
 
SAYONARA 
***at a price of  46 lei (10 euro) –the party will take place in a  traditional Romanian 
restaurant,  being offered a predefined menu.– Only with early registration through the 
attached Excel file. 
 
PARA KARATE CHAMPIONSHIP 
On the 20th of August 2017 it will be held in Cluj Napoca The International Para Karate 
Cup “Transilvania” 2017  

-the invitation to this competition will be sent at your request.  
- categories: kata, team kata, self defense/fighting, weapon kata 
- Please send your request for the invitation to the following email address 
ivanclaudian@yahoo.com . 
 

 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

For the establishment of telephonic contact(at your request) redirect the email to  
sakura.mures@yahoo.com . You shall precisely mention the country of provenience/the sport 
club/name and surname/ telephone number INCLUDING you country prefix. 

This e-mail adress is available for you to send mails written in Romanian, Hungarian 
and English. 

For telephonic contact, after your request has been processed, we can redirect you to 
one of our English, Hungarian, German speakers. 

Every participating sports club is allowed to display  banners, roll-ups or other 
promotional materials throughout the duration of the event by following the regulations in 

http://www.booking.com/
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Romania and the Norms and Regulations regarding the display of promotional materials 
established within the Prodcomplex Sports Centre. 

For the display of national flags in the DOJO, the foreign delegacies are asked to have 
upon them their national flags in a standard format. All VOLUNTEERS are welcomed to 
register at the following email address: sakura.mures@yahoo.com  
 
GENERAL INFORMATION 

 
The„PARA MARIS  2017” camp aims to bring together a wide contingent of athletes, 

instructors, disabled athletes, para assistans and referees belonging to the PARA KARATE 
circuit, regardless of the martial arts style practiced. 

 
Furthermore, it is desired that throughout this  manifestation to convince  awider 

number of trainers, athletes and experienced atheltes to constitute a real model and 
supporter for future martial artists ,REGARDLESS OF THEIR DISABILITY. 

 
The „PARA MARIS 2017” camp is also suited for the parents of the disabled athletes , 

and thus proving the ROLE OF MARTIAL ARTS in finding ballance in life and the possibility 
of practicing sports notwithstanding your deficiencies, whether native or acquired throughout 
time.  
 
REGISTRATION must be made until the 31st of JULY 2017, 2.pm (GMT+2) by completing 
the EXCEL file and sending it to the following email address:  sakura.mures@yahoo.com  

 
 
 

ORGANISER, 
SPORT GRUP SAKURA 

ADRIAN BELEAN 
PRESIDENT 
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